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Faces of the Eng.Lish Clause Richard Pittman and 2)avid Thomas
Nguyen Dang Liem, in his Contrastive Analysis of English and Vietnamese, Vol. 1 (Canberra, 1966) , gives a very u;3eful table (page 47) of 87 English clause types. This is a review and comrnen tary on that chart, with two proposals: 1) that all of the types be derived from one sentence --Tpey gave him the presidency --rather than from several, as in Liem's original formulation; and 2) that the relationships between the major types be described by means of a twobranched tree. The first proposal is b:r Pittman, the second by Thomas.
By way of explanation of the original chart, it is important to point out a detail which Liem did not mention--that the horizontal dimension represents the internal structure of the clauses, while the vertical dimension represents relations between these and otter clauses in discourse.
Descriptions on the left and top of the chart label the types by triangulation. Formulas on the right and bottom should be combined (like those on the top and left) to give the clause for each box. An occasional morphophonemic or permutation rule will complete the picture.
The two branches 01 the tree, and thus all the clause types in both branches, can in this case be related by a few transformations. For example, the original sentence They gave.him the presidency will generate all the clause types on Chart I. '.rhis double transitive (3) is transformed into a single transitive (2) by deletion of him, and into an intransitive (1) by the further deletion of the presidency. To those who may be troubled by the fact that (1) is a transitive with elliptical object rather than an intransitive, the answer is, as pointed out in 11 Chrau Clause Batteries", 1 that since the intransitive patterns in all respects like the zeroed-object transitive, the selectional difference between them ("transitive verbs take an object") may be handled in the lexicon and need not be included in this kind of chart.
To get from the double transitive (3) to the attributive transitive (4) requires going from They gave him the presidency to They elected him president; it is making the jump from one branch of the tree (Chart II) to the other. This is accomplished by the following transforrration:
A Vtt N1 Nwhat~A Vncomp N1 N2 in which A represents the actor; Vtt represents a double transitive verb (give, buy, make ••• ); Nwhat? is a noun which may be replaced by what? in this formula; Vncomp is a noun-complement verb (make, name, elect ••• ) as in "name him king", in contrast to a verb""'.complement verb as in "help him run", an"aajectivecomplement verb as in "shoot him dead"~ and a preposition-complement verb as in "blow me down"; and N2 is a noun whose lexical referent is the same as Nwhat? while its identificational referent is the same as Nl.
Though this transformation may seem complicated, its appropriateness is at least partly attested by the fact that They elected him president is a specific paraphrase of the more generic They gave him the presidency. It is further strengthened by the fact thst all but the whom transforms of the SILUND 1967 WORKPAPERS attributive transitive (4) branch of the tree parallel exactly the transforms of the double transitive (3) branch.
The above rule shows how in some cases it is possible to jump from the end of one branch to the end of the other branch of the tree (Chart II). There are other simple principles that show how any clause that fits somewhere on one branch of the tree can take all of the transforms below it on the same branch or on the trunk of the tree. Each type (grouping) on the tree represents a set (battery) of transforms which are mutually transformable into each other.2 A clause that takes a certain battery of transformations can also take all the batteries in the path below it on the tree., and, many of the lower batteries will represent or be identical in surface structure with, elliptical forms of the original clause. Thus I hit him enters into the various forms of the Transitive battery, cannot enter into the Double Transitive It can similarly be demonstrated for the other branch of the tree that a clause entering at a certain battery can take all the forms in that battery and the batteries below it but cannot take the forms in the batteries above it or the batteries in the other branch except in the cases described above where branch jumping is possible. And it is here suggested that this tree and its rules may hold for all normal clauses and clause transforms in English.
Terminologically it is proposcdthat the term clause battery be restricted to those forms all of which are mutually transformable; the term clause root be used for the underlying structure (such as I-as-actor, him-as-goal, hitas-action) which is manifested in the various forms in the battery; the term battery tree be used for a tree showing the transformational and elliptical relations between batteries; and the term clause paradigm for the total set of transforms, full and elliptical, that a particular clause root can take.
CHART I - 
--------·-------····-···-···------·-------------· ----··
He was given the , He was elected president. He was president. presidency. 
